[COMPANY PROFILE]

Background

We are a group of experienced professional for a dozen years in
the world of digital and information technology. In 2009, we
agreed to join and establish a place for us to be creative and
develop ideas that we cannot make happen when we were
working as employee in various national and international
companies. We give the name of the container as PT Easywork
Indonesia.

Line of Business

PT Easywork Indonesia is a company engaged in the
development of systems that include instrumentation and
software, as well as product development.
Services we are offer are:

 Automation.
Designing and implementation the
microprocessor/microcontroller-based electronic
instruments for automation such as temperature and
humidity control system, lighting, velocity, and so forth
including the industrial automation.
 Custom software development.
Develop software according to client specifications.

The Vision

Being a system development company, both instrument and
software, that is always able to compete and grow healthily.

The Missions

1. Generate a reasonable income to support the growth and
development of the enterprise and provide a satisfactory
dividend to shareholders.

2. Developing various types of systems and products both
instruments and software associated with market needs with
quality and competitive prices through a professional
development process for client satisfaction.
3. Giving awards to employees through the provision of
adequate welfare, providing a safe work environment,
healthy and comfortable, providing opportunities for career
development and innovate.

4. Establish partnerships which mutually beneficial cooperation
with other parties.
5. Provide genuine concern to the community through job
creation, social development and environmental support.

Products

 Easywork Framework, a framework which is used as the
basis for developing all software owned by PT Easywork
Indonesia. In other words, all software developed by PT
Easywork Indonesia using Easywork Enterprise Server as
its framework.

 Easywork Enterprise, software to record transactions and
report the financial information of the company.
Easywork Enterprise consists of many modules such as
purchasing, warehousing, sales, payroll, finance, and
accounting. Easywork Enterprise is designed and
developed with very high flexibility, so it is very easy to
use, and can be used by large and small/medium
companies which it have many branches.

 Easywork Get Message Server, the SMS server engine
that is designed to be used to build an SMS gateway or an
SMS server. The principle works is to process incoming
SMS so that can be used as a source of information for
trending purposes.
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